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NEWSLETTER

Facility for Euromed Dialogue and Exchange of Best Practices
MEDSTAT team thanks you for your collaboration in the first semester of 2018 and we look
forward to continuing this cooperation during this third year of the project.

MEDSTAT IV is now two years and half old!
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N°5 – June 2018

Welcome to this fifth issue of the MEDSTAT IV Newsletter. As usual, you will find below the three (3)
usual sections: news from the project, news from the partners, and special topic. The special topic this
time will be our publications on Business Register and on the Compendium of Labour Force Survey that
will be both published this year.
This issue of the Newsletter is circulated as a PDF document that is attached to this mail. You may also
find further information by clicking on the provided links below. Thus, you have many ways to read this
Newsletter!
Your feed-back is important. Please send us your comments and remarks so we can improve our work
and provide you better and more relevant information.

1. News from the project
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Mirroring External Trade Statistics between the ENP-South Countries and the EU
Assessing new challenges in Energy statistics for the Mediterranean region

Mirror exercises have been a topic covered by the previous MEDSTAT project and the ENP-S countries have
today a better grip on what create the asymmetries in the regional trade and in the trade with the EU.
However, it is important to regularly check the gaps particularly as the international standards have recently
evolved. In addition, MEDSTAT IV will open the ground for mirror exercises on trade in services, something
that has not been done before. Read more...

Horizontal sector “Visibility” 2nd regional event on the relations with the users Lisbon,
21-22 February, 2018
To be more visible on statistics
How to better communicate on statistics was the central question that the participants discussed during the
two days of the meeting. They considered different but related dimensions of the question in a very lively
debate, fed by concrete experiences from EU (Eurostat, INE-Portugal) and MED statistical offices.
The first dimension addressed data visualisation and the way using infographics and other visualisation tools
may help give more attractiveness to statistics, taking into account new audiences and new channels of
communication such as the social media. After having considered the costs attached to these tools, it was
decided to join forces among the MED countries and to share the necessary investments through an exchange
of experiences. Read more...

Using the data from business registers to better analyse external trade, 6-8 March
2018, Madrid
Using the data from business registers to better analyse external trade
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A specificity in external trade statistics is that you always have two measures of the same flow: an import of
country A from country B is also an export from country B to country A. In a perfect world, the two measures
should be the same but this is rarely the case. This may be due to differences in valuation of the flows
between the two countries, to the cost of certain services attached to the flow such as insurance or simply to
a different interpretation and translation of the international rules and classifications. But whatever is the
cause of the gap (of these asymmetries), understanding its magnitude and its origin is key to the improvement
of external trade statistics.

On March 7, 2018, the project MEDSTAT IV gathered in Madrid MED experts on both external trade statistics
and business registers to discuss the mutual benefits of a closer collaboration. Both sectors produce statistical
information on firms and establishments that may be cross-checked. For the business register, the main
advantage of this exchange is to regularly update the register from external trade statistics and to measure
the exports through the turnover of companies. Another potential benefit is calculating specific ratio to
estimate the activity of a firm or sector when there is no response through the regular economic surveys.
Read more...
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Regional workshop on Maintenance Strategy, Procedures and Creation of Survey
Frames, Budapest on 20-21 March 2018
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In the framework of MEDSTAT IV project the Hungarian Central Statistical Office hosted a regional workshop in
the spring 2018, on Business Statistics. The Key Expert on Business Statistics was Mr. Ridha Benzarti, while Mr Ali
Hachid contributed as short-term expert on behalf of INSEE. The team of beneficiaries from ENP-South countries
was composed by representatives of Algeria, Egypt, Israel, Libya, Morocco Palestine and Tunisia.
The main objective of the regional Workshop was to contribute to defining effective and concrete ways to
regularly update the business registers of the participating countries, using data from administrative sources or
from regular surveys. To achieve this objective, the meeting covered questions related mainly to maintenance of
the SBR (with or without establishments census available), survey frame methodology and coverage of SBR, SBR
quality and other subjects like the use of computer resources (application, software) and the automation of the
updating procedures, the automatic extrapolation for no answers. The meeting was productive and useful both
from the ontent and the cooperation point of view.
Read more...

Training course on « Supervision and management” for middle management staff of
the NSIs
Statisticians are mainly trained on statistics issues and, in their professional career, they rarely receive any
support on issues like people management and leadership. However, as they progress in their career, they have
to manage teams, sometimes large ones and they do it generally using their personal skills and instinct and
building on their experience. Results may sometimes be very good but in general, there is a large room for
improvement.
In its 2018 training work programme, MEDSTAT IV introduced a specific training course on “supervision and
management” for middle management staff of the NSIs who was attended by 12 statisticians from Egypt, Israel,
Jordan, Libya, Lebanon, Morocco and Tunisia. During three days, participants were introduced to methods and
techniques to manage, develop and motivate their staff and team, so as to increase their performance in their
services. Read more...
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Better capturing the flows of sea transport and the traffic over the Mediterranean Sea
requires reliable geo-referenced maritime transport statistics // Palermo, Astoria
Palace Hotel, 8-10 May 2018
Better capturing the flows of sea transport and the traffic over the Mediterranean Sea requires reliable georeferenced maritime transport statistics
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Palermo, Astoria Palace Hotel, 8-10 May 2018
If statistics on ships calling, on passengers embarking or disembarking and on the volume of goods loaded and
unloaded at a specific port are key to capturing the activity of a specific port, they do not tell much about the
traffic of passengers and goods transported by sea. In order to understand these flows, it is necessary to have
data on the origins and destinations of the ships, of the passengers and goods embarked. This is the subject
dealt with geo-referenced maritime transport statistics.
These statistics also have the advantage of allowing a direct comparison of the statistics produced by two partner
ports, that is, ports mutually declared as origins and destinations of these flows of traffic and transport. Such
systematic comparisons are the subject of mirror exercises from which a lot can be learnt regarding the quality
of the data produced.the statisticians. Read more...
Main activities of the project until the end of the year:
 12-18 May 2018, Jerusalem: Technical Assistance to ICBS on digitalization of training courses
 12-14 June 2018, Turin: Meeting in ILO (International Labour Organization) on Labour Statistics
 19-21 June 2018, Vilnius: Training Course on Planning and Management with Statistics Lithuania
 26-28 June 2018, Brussels: Workshop on Energy Balances Statistics
 26-28 June 2018: Technical Assistance to CAPMAS for C4S (Communication for Statistics)
 9-10 July 2018, Geneva Workshop on Labour Statistics
 11-12 July 2018, Geneva: Expert Meeting on Migration Statistics
 11-13 July 2018, Geneva: Workshop on Transport (tbc)
 4-7 September 2018, Brussels: Training course on sampling (English Group)
 11-14 September 2018, tbc: Workshop on Trade Statistics
 19-21 September 2018, Paris: Conference IAOS
 25-25 September 2018, tbc: Training course on sampling (French Group)
 9-10 October 2018, Paris: Workshop on Gender Statistics
 9-11 October 2018, tbc: Workshop on Transport Statistics
 10--19 October 2018, Geneva: 20th ICLS on Labour Statistics
 22-24 October 2018, Dubai: UN World Data Forum
 23-26 October 2018, tbc: Workshop on Migration
 9-10 October 2018, Sofia: Study Visit on Business Register Statistics to NSI Bulgaria
 6-8 November 2018, tbc: Workshop on Labour Statistics
 13-15 November 2018, tbc: Workshop on Energy
 20-22 November 2018, tbc: Workshop and Working Group on Transport
 27-29 November 2018, tbc: Training course (topic tbd)
 11-13 December 2018, tbc: Working Group on Energy Statistics
 11-13 December 2018, tbc: Training course (topic tbd)
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2. Information from the partners
Israel Central Bureau of Statistics
Communication for Statistics (C4S)
A continued completing the course of MEDSTAT on C4S (Communication for Statistics), ICBS began the process
of building a new course. The purpose of the course is to improve communication between information
producers on subjects of wages and employment data on one hand and journalists covering these subjects on
the other hand.
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The course is scheduled to begin in early October 2018. The course program was approved by Sandrine
Beaujean (MEDSTAT Lead Expert for Training) and Thierry Paccoud (MEDSTAT Team Leader) according to the
subjects studied in the C4S course.
The course program deals mainly with:
1.
Rewriting the press releases on wages and employment data. This will be done by Professional support
of an expert in the Hebrew language.
2.
Presentation to the journalists of main subjects of wages and employment data.
3.
Presentation to the journalists on using Excel and how to use it to calculate basic calculations like
median, average wages etc.
4.
Open discussion between the journalists and the Producers
5.
External lectures
We expect that as a result of this course press releases published by ICBS on subjects of wages and employment
data will be more clearly and understandable to the journalists.

Learning with the Digital Training development team at the ICBS
From 13 to 17 May 18, the Central Bureau of Statistics hosted Ms. Sandrine Beaujean (MEDSTAT IV Lead Expert
on Training), for joint learning with the Digital Training development team at the CBS.
The development team is composed of representatives from various units: Galit Ben Aharon and – Revital
Bregman Zaban of the Department of Human Resources and Training, Tamar Beinhaker and Aliza Molina Biton
of the Surveys Department, Noa Levy and Hadas Yaffe of the Department of Demography and Census, Sari Paz
of the Department of Information Technology and Osnat Sharabi of the Media Relations and Communications
Department.
Digital learning (e-learning) is a trend that is gaining momentum in the world, as contemporary technological
developments allow each and every person to study anywhere and at any time. As part of this trend, we aspire
to make the process of training employees, and especially interviewers, more effective by integrating digital
learning. In the future, we aim to examine the possibility of integrating this learning with the public and
professional audiences.
During the week, the team learned and experimented with building a course that combines face to face learning
and digital learning. At the end of the week the team presented a sample digital lesson, on a platform developed
by the "Digital Israel" project.
The team learned a great deal and is now working diligently, with the aim of advancing the process to assimilate
digital learning at the CBS.
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HCP Morocco
Morocco: C4S expanded at national level
Communication for statistics is a real challenge for MED countries to improve the use of statistics and to
narrow misunderstanding between the 2 historical partners: statisticians and journalists.
The project “Communication for statistics – C4S” which was developed under MEDSTAT IV focuses 2
dimensions for its implementation: Regional one, securing Trainings for trainers, tools and documents and
national one, based on countries concepts.

To deal with this challenge, the High Commission for Planning (HCP) - Morocco has integrated the C4S in
its national training plan for 2018. The objective of the project is to strengthen the dialogue between
producers and users of statistics. The implementation of C4S in Morocco is built on 3 phases: Training for
statisticians on communication tools, training for journalists on statistical methodologies and a 3rd phase
gathering both of them for a constructive dialogue.
So far, two training courses were organized: the one dedicated to statisticians, which took place from 26
to 28 February 2018. Fourteen statisticians coming from different sectors (Employment, National
Accounts, Statistical indices) attended it and exchanged on useful techniques and methodologies to
improve the communication with users, particularly Medias. The second targeted fifteen journalists
coming from both Arabic-speaking and French-speaking print media and also audiovisual one. This training
took place in the 15th May, 2018 on the theme “employment statistics” with the objective to make
journalists closer to the working methods as well as the constraints regarding the publication of
employment statistics.
Both trainings were conducted by local trainers who previously benefited from training, coaching and
support from MEDSTAT IV.

Morocco hosted the Eleventh Meeting of the High-Level Group for Partnership, Coordination and
Capacity Building for the 2030 Agenda and the Meeting on Financing Mechanisms for Statistics”
Morocco hosted in its Capital Rabat from 8 to 10 May 2018 the Eleventh Meeting of the High-Level Group
for Partnership (HLGPCCB), Coordination and Capacity Building for the 2030 Agenda and the Meeting on
Financing Mechanisms for Statistics. The meetings were organized jointly by the High Commission (HCP)
for Planning and the United Nations Represented by the Department of Economic and Social Affairs.
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At national level, the challenge is double: implement C4S and integrate it as a regular practice in country’s
user strategies.

HCP welcomed the representatives of the National Statistical Institutes of 20 countries, observers from
international and regional agencies (World Bank, Paris 21, Global Partnership for Sustainable Development
Data, UNECA, ESCWA) and as well as representatives of the United Nations Statistical Division. The
meetings were co chaired by the HCP and the Hungarian National Statistical Institute.
The HLGPCCB meeting discussed mainly the mechanisms for securing funds for statistical capacity building,
the progress made in terms of implementation of Cap Town Global Action Plan, the preparation process
of the upcoming UN World Data Forum, the coordination between the main stakeholders in terms of
supporting the implementation the SDG indicators, the role of the Chief Statisticians of the United Nations
System and the advocacy for Statistics both at Global and national levels.
As a side event, the meeting on Financing Mechanisms for Statistics was organized in order to go on with
the coordination for supporting statistical capacity building on a concrete bases. With the active
interaction of participants, the HLGPCCP met its objectives and well dressed its upcoming steps. The side
event was useful in engaging partners for close and collaborative approach for supporting data for
sustainable development.

INS Tunisie
The Sub-Regional Workshop for Strengthening the Labour Market Statistics in the Maghreb Countries,
19-21.03.2018

The Sub-Regional Workshop for Strengthening the Labour Market Statistics in the Maghreb Countries held in
Tunis on 19-21 March 2018 was the sixth technical meeting organised under the Euro-Mediterranean Working
Group on Labour Statistics (EMWGLS) / MEDSTAT IV Labour. The meeting was organised by the MEDSTAT IV
Project with support of the INS-Tunisia (as coordinator of the EMWGLS), and HCP Morocco.
The meeting was attended by experts from the NSIs of Maghreb countries (BCS-Libya, ONS-Algeria, HCPMorocco, INS-Tunisia), the representatives of National Observatory of Employment and Qualifications of
Tunisia as well as a Short-Term Expert. This workshop was decided during the WG meeting held in Larnaca on
7 December 2017, following the proposal to organize a specific sub-regional workshop for the representatives
of Algeria and Libya, with the participation of experts from other Maghreb countries participating in MEDSTAT.
The workshop was facilitated by the Lead Coordinator with some colleagues from INS Tunisia and a labour
statistician from Morocco.
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Source: click here.
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3. Special focus
PUBLICATIONS OF MEDSTAT IV – 2018
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Business registers and demography of enterprises in the ENP-South countries

How business registers are built and updated in Egypt? In Algeria? How many businesses are in Morocco? In
Jordan? In which sectors of activities do you find most of the businesses?
These are the kind of questions that are answered in this new publication from the business register and statistics
sector of MEDSTAT IV. During several months, the ENP-S countries worked together at exchanging and discussing
the details of the elaboration and updating of their respective business registers. The cross-checking of files from
different sources, administrative and survey ones, the periodicity of the reviews and updating as well as the
classifications were among the main topics debated. The project gathered this information from the countries
and presents them in the harmonised tables that constitute the first section of the publication. The countries also
provided the project with their latest data on enterprises extracted from their respective registers.
Methodological information concerning the latest update and other characteristics have been added in order to
ease the comparison among the countries. This is the first time that these data are released for the whole region.
To access to the document, please click here:

MEDSTAT IV_BUSINESS REGISTER STATISTICS_2018_EN

Compendium of the labour force and employment surveys in the ENP-South countries
The Compendium of the LFSs of ENP-South countries has been prepared by a pool of five experts including the
Lead Coordinator for the sector from Tunisia, the sector National Coordinator from Lebanon, the project’s Key
Expert and two senior Short Term Experts, with the active collaboration of experts of all other countries
participating in the sector Working Group on Labour market statistics. The preparation of the compendium built
on the results of the sector reviews recently made in Egypt, Israel, Jordan and Tunisia as well as on other material
provided by the countries. The initial draft of the publication, including a series of summary tables and the
drafting of a preliminary version of a synthesis document, was reviewed by the Working Group members .
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The publication reviews and discusses the details of the labour force and employment surveys in the ENPSouth countries and of their implementation, this giving a comparable regional picture of the achievements in
this very sensitive area. The work done by the countries will help to explore the feasibility of more
harmonisation between the national surveys, in general terms and with respect to the introduction of
rotating ad hoc modules, as it successfully occurs in the experience of the EU LFS. Read more…
To access to the document, please click here:

MEDSTAT_COMPENDIUM_2018_EN
MEDSTAT_COMPENDIUM_2018_FR
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This project is funded by the European Union

Official MEDSTAT web page on the Eurostat website
Website of the the Directorate-General for Neighbourhood and Enlargement Negotiations (DG NEAR)
This publication has been produced with the assistance of the European Union. The contents of this publication are the sole responsibility of
MEDSTAT IV Team and can in no way be taken to reflect the views of the European Union.
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